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LEKH 132

L132.1
SECOND LOVE

PART 7

Meeting with the Guru, I have forsaken the love of duality.
The topic of second love is very abstract and deep, for this reason many
important doubts prevail about it.
Generally when we act according to--1

Those who have one thing in their heart, and something else in their mouth, are
judged to be false.
(488)

or
2

He says one thing, and does something else.
There is no love in his heart, and yet with his mouth he talks tall.

(269)

we regard this as second love. In reality this is the stage of ‘doublemindedness’. Such human beings are engrossed in maya but outwardly,
momentarily show that they are following the religious path. In this way, such
people hiding their concealed low base pretentious thoughts and actions,
remain noble outwardly—the hypocrisy of which is revealed some time or
other—
3

The evil double-talker is copper which looks like bronze.
Apparently, the bronze looks bright but even persisting washing cannot clean its
inner blackness.
VBG33/11

4

Hypocrisy is not devotion-speaking words of duality leads only to misery. (28)

Thus despite undergoing religious suffering, these double-minded
religious people do not achieve spiritual progress.
But in Gurbani ‘second love’ is truly described as follows—
5

In the month of Bhaadon, she is deluded by doubt, because of her attachment to
duality.
She may wear thousands of ornaments, but they are of no use at all. (134)

6

My mind is deluded, entangled in Maya.
Whatever I do, while engaged in greed, only serves to bind me down. (702)

This means that when our mind drifting away from the Timeless Being,
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wanders in the doubt-fallacy of its false ‘me-mineness’, then we abide in
the materialistic ‘second love’. In this way, forgetting the Timeless
Being, all our (good) actions done are wasted and we are carried
towards hell—
1

Those dealers who abandon their Lord and Master and attach themselves to
another are drowned.
470

Such actions of ‘second love’ are described in Gurbani thus—
2

3

Acting in egotism, selfishness and conceit, the lovers of rituals carry the
unbearable load.
When there is no love for the Naam, then these rituals are useless.

242

All fasts, religious rituals and daily worship services
without genuine understanding, lead only to the love of duality.

(841)

4

One whose mind does not embrace love for the Naam
shall go to hell, even though he may perform millions of ceremonial rituals. 240

5

Without the Name, the whole world is polluted; wandering in duality, it loses its
honor.
(1234)

6

The whole world is engaged in false acts. The Supreme Lord’s mystery is known to
none.
(Sawaiye P 10)

7

Practicing egotism and selfishness, they try to impress others by showing off.
They perform all sorts of rituals, but they gain no acceptance.
127

Thus our religious beliefs and practices, charity, friendship etc
carried out in egotism or doubt-fallacy of me-mineness, are all a
flourishing and manifestation of the triguni (three-phased) materialistic
realm. In materialistic ‘second love’ having the negative company of
infatuating maya we—
Forget spiritual inheritance
Get entangled in attachment of materialism
Turn away from the Supreme Soul
Abide in me-mineness
Associate with the negative company of the five thieves
Suffer having become engrossed in maya
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Become action bound in egotism
Get into the cycle of births-deaths
Come under the control of the couriers of death.
As long as we stay in light, and have the company of illumination, we
derive benefit from the unlimited blessings of this radiance.
By hiding from illumination, we have the negative company of darkness
from which arise suffering-pain that we experience.
Similarly when we forget the Supreme Being, we drifting from him, abide
in the darkness of ‘second love’ or (it can be said that) having negative
company of various messengers of materialism, we experience suffering—
1

Forgetting the Transcendent Lord, all sorts of illnesses are contracted. 134

2

If I forget You, then everyone becomes my enemy. When You come to mind, then
they serve me.
383

3

Millions of obstacles stand in the way of one who forgets the Name. 522

The cause of this is that our mind is uninformed and ignorant of Divine
inheritance meaning—
Naam
Shabad (Divine word)
Hukam or command.
Just as the tester pierces the rubber covering of a wire with the sharp point of a
needle to touch the live wire to find the hidden unseen current, similarly in
order to—
Discover
Research
Discern
Recognize
Illuminate
Express
‘Naam’ or ‘command’ in our innermost consciousness, we have to turn the
subtle needles of our outward focus of our mind, inwards and it is very
necessary to touch-feel the life-current, Naam,
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hukam or command with attention, focus, and meditation in our innermost
consciousness.
1

The Lord Master is ever present. He tears away the veil of doubt and installs His
Light within the mind.
(554)

To discover-recognize our inheritance, there is only one method to tear off the
veil or the pitch darkness of ‘second love’ of the mind through the grace of
Guru and touch the light, Naam or command in the innermost consciousness.
2

By the Guru's Teachings, this Divine Light is revealed.

663

Just as an extinguished lamp cannot light another lamp, similarly a dead
wire cannot give current to another wire.
Only a live wire can give life-current to a dead wire and make it live.
In the same way, our sleeping awareness in our innermost consciousness,
can be awakened with the—
Company
Touch
Feel
Gaze
Graceful glance
Guru’s grace
of Divine rays of enlightened, illuminated souls or spiritually elevated guruoriented beloved ones. With the radiance of spiritual-illumination, the
materialistic darkness of second love vanishes.
But this extraordinary spiritual play cannot be achieved through—
Reading
Listening
Understanding
Cleverness
Cunningness
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Schemes and methodologies
Rites-rituals
or—
Learnt
Understood
Known
Discovered
Cultivated
Recognized
Acknowledged

with our strength or force.
1

O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord; I have performed these rituals so
many times.
641

2

If someone does millions of good deeds, while acting in ego,
he shall incur only trouble; all this is in vain.

3

No power to gain intuitive understanding, spiritual wisdom and meditation.

4

Everyone speaks of wisdom and meditation;
but bound in bondage, the whole world is wandering around in confusion.

279
7
728

This does not mean that we have to forsake intellectual knowledge and
wisdom, instead we are to change its materialistic direction—
5

Wisdom leads us to serve our Lord and Master; through wisdom, honor is
obtained.
Wisdom does not come by reading textbooks; wisdom inspires us to give in
charity.
(1245)

6

The way to vibrate and meditate on the Lord of the Universe is different.

7

Meditate on such spiritual wisdom, O my mind, and become the slave of the True
Lord.
728

(381)

But the cleverness, philosophies of our materialistic intellect have become the
cause of hindrance and an obstacle in the remembrance of the Timeless Being,
instead of being of help.
Our—
Objections
Suspicions
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Whys
Whats
Hows
Ideas
Reasoning
Devices
Cunningness
Deceptions
Arguments
Hypocrisies
of our mind take us away from the warm bosom of the Timeless Being—
1

One who offers both respectful greetings and rude refusal to his master, has gone
wrong from the very beginning.
474

2

But if he claims to be equal to his Master, he earns his Master's displeasure. 474

The Timeless Being is One. His command is also One.
3

The Command of the One Lord is pervading throughout; duty to the One Lord is
upon the heads of all.
(425)

There can be no second love in this Divine command. 8.4 million
creatures are spontaneously, unknowingly abiding in this flow of command or
are in tune with Divine will. But human beings, becoming out of tune with the
Divine command, are living according to their self-will which is said to be
‘wilfulness’ or ‘apostasy’. Because there is the colouring of ‘second love’ in
this, there is often conflict and opposition as a result of which selfishness,
jealousy, duality, enmity-opposition, fights, arguments occur among human
beings with which our lives become troubled and suffer.
4

As long as he does not understand the Command of God's Will, he remains
miserable.
(400)

5

Some do not know how to submit to the Hukam of His Command, O Siblings of
Destiny;
they wander around lost in the love of duality.
1419

In this way from many previous births, the ignorance of egotism or the black
clouds of the doubt-fallacy of ‘second love’ have shadowed our minds as a
result of which we are—
Ignorant
Indifferent
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Apostate
Atheist
towards our Divine inheritance and are leading painful lives—
1

The self-willed manmukhs putrefy and die in duality. They do not understand
contemplative meditation.
141

2

In the love of duality, he suffers in pain forever; he is deluded by doubt, and
confused by the three gunas. 1066

If some rare person experiencing a hell-like painful life and crying in agony
comes to take the protection of Satguru (true guru), then through Satguru’s
grace he obtains the life of true-pure spiritual satsangat (holy company) or
sadhsangat (holy congregation).
3

The Supreme Lord showers His Mercy, and we find the Saadh Sangat, the
Company of the Holy.
The more time we spend there, the more we come to love the Lord.
71

4

Meditating on the Merciful Lord, the Treasure of Mercy,
I have obtained a seat in the Saadh Sangat.

183

While being in the company of holy congregation, in our inner most
consciousness —
Our faith-filled desire for the Timeless Being increases
materialistic colouring decreases
the darkness of second love drifts away
the colouring of Naam is imbued.
5
6

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, my aversion is gone.
My mind and body are imbued with love for the Lord.

892

The Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, is so very pure and sacred.
Meeting with them, love for God is embraced.
(392)

To bring such significant change in life, the first and fore most necessary
means is the company of spiritually elevated guru-oriented beloved ones or
sadhsangat (holy congregation)—
7

By searching and seeking, I have heard this news,
that without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, no one swims across.
(373)
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1

Without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, love for the Lord does not
well up;
without this love, Your devotional worship cannot be performed. (694)

In other words people who are absorbed in materialistic doubt-fallacy or
second love acquire—
knowledge
confidence
faith
love
exuberance
of the spiritual realm through satsangat (holy company)
In this way, having the company of the awakened souls with the illumination
of Naam or the company of holy congregation, at some auspicious time, the truthseeker gets the illumination of Naam or through the Gurshabad (Guru’s word) the
Lord of the universe is revealed(to him) and that being becoming guru-oriented
from the self-willed one, is considered very fortunate.
Through the cultivation of guru’s word and according to (Gurbani line)2

The calico-printer, worth half a shell, became worth millions. 487

Thus the truth-seeker becomes the master of divine wealth or spiritual inheritance.
3

When I opened it up and gazed upon the treasures of my father and grandfather;
then my mind became very happy.

In the innermost consciousness of Shabad (word) through intuitional
illumination, the darkness of second love vanishes and man becomes the rightful
owner of various physical, mental and spiritual blessings.
Man plans all his affairs and works hard. In this worry he undergoes mental
tension. But when abiding in sadhsangat and through the cultivation of Gurshabad
(Guru’s word), he obtains Naam, then all his affairs are looked after by the
Timeless Being—
4
5

God automatically does the work of those
who love the Name of the Lord.

638

He will accept You as His own, and all your affairs will be perfectly arranged. 917
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1

Wherever the business and affairs of His servants are, there the Lord hurries to
be. The Lord appears near at hand to His servant.
403

2

Remain steady in the home of your own self, O beloved servant of the Lord.
The True Guru shall resolve all your affairs.
201

This is the state of ecstasy of the spiritual realm where according to
‘repeating You, You, I have become like You’, and cultivating the practice of
Naam the truth-seeker’s doubt-fallacy of ‘me- miness’ leaves him or the mind
coming out of the darkness of
Second love
embraces—
Spiritual illumination
3

I am nothing; You are the One and only. You Yourself are All-knowing.

779

4

I am nothing; everything is Yours.
Through and through, You abide with Nanak.

739

5

All share in Your Grace; none are beyond You.

97

6

Wherever I look, there I see Him.
Duality and evil-mindedness are destroyed through the Shabad.

1041

In this stage man becoming the purchased slave of the Guru and in his
love, cultivates the act of hukam or command in which there is absence of
‘second love’.
7

Meeting with the Guru, I have forsaken the love of duality.
As Gurmukh, I chant the Name of the Lord.

When man’s soul is brimming In guru’s love
In the colour or hue of Naam
In the celestial sound of the word
in the exuberance of love, affection, adoration
then in his each and every
movement
glance

1147
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Utterance
Speed
Touch
Desire
Exuberance
Nanak love—
NAAM
surges forth.
Thus they pass every moment, second, day-night—meaning their life as a
whole according to Guru’s command or Divine will. Despite abiding in this
materialistic world their religious beliefs and practices are Divine.
Satguru, (the true guru) shows his love of such guru-oriented souls thus—
1

He plays with me, He fondles and caresses me. Forever and ever, He blesses me
with bliss.
He cherishes me, like the father and the mother love their child.
1213

2

The Dear Lord is my mother, the Dear Lord is my father; the Dear Lord cherishes
and nurtures me.
The Dear Lord takes care of me; I am the child of the Lord.
Slowly and steadily, He feeds me; He never fails.
He does not remind me of my faults; He hugs me close in His embrace.
Whatever I ask for, He give me; the Lord is my peace-giving father.
He has blessed me with the capital, the wealth of spiritual wisdom; He has made
me worthy of this merchandise.
He has made me a partner with the Guru; I have obtained all peace and comforts.
He is with me, and shall never separate from me; the Lord, my father, is potent to
do everything.
1101-1102

When we work in a company with honesty, first we get our salary,
gradually the owner of the company makes us shareholders and making
progress after progress we become directors and eventually the owner hands
over the ownership of the company.
In this way abiding in the Divine great-play-drama, the attention of a
Gursikh with the pull of Divine love-cord, flying in the spiritual realm’s
heavens of love of one’s inner self, intoxicated in the
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divine love on whom ‘second love’ or materialistic realm
does not have any Grip.
Such devotees, guru-oriented humble ones automatically, become
deserving of all the gifts and blessings of the Timeless Being. There
remains no difference between the Timeless Being and them.
1

The Lord and His devotees are one, there is no difference between them.
(Bachitar Natak)

2

The Lord's servant becomes like the Lord.
Do not think that, because of his human body, he is different.

1076

This lofty, pure spiritual play is extraordinary, pure and tough, but
with Guru’s grace and the assistance of sadhsangat (company of the
holy) this stiff play becomes easy—
3

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, and by Guru's Grace, I have
captured the king of the fortress.
1161

The Timeless Being is One.

It is from this One that second love has originated.
4

From the One Lord, all others were formed.
The One Lord is pervading everywhere; there is no other at all.

For this reason to understand-discover ‘second love’—
‘It is necessary to have the intuitional experience
Of the ‘One’
5

Without roots, how can there be any branches? 1149

842
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For this reason to—
Know
Understand
‘second love’—
it is very necessary to—
Know
Discover
Recognize
in the innermost consciousness through intuition
The original source
The ‘One’
otherwise, we cannot come out of the doubt-fallacies of second love.
This ‘intuitional illumination’ is the ‘gift’, ‘touch’, ‘grace’ of Satguru. The
Divine ‘gift ‘, ‘touch’, or ‘fermentation’ is the fruit of Guru’s grace through the
ceaseless company of sadhsangat and the cultivation of continuous meditation. The
practice of taking ‘amrit’ is symptomatic and symbolic of this principle of
‘fermentation’. (fermentation refers to a change, reaction, or total transition that has taken
place in something)

With just mere repetition of intellectual knowledge—
Neither can the ‘One’ be experienced
Nor
Can the knowledge of second love be obtained.
1

Wisdom cannot be found through mere words.
To explain it is as hard as iron.

465

For this reason Gurbani ingrains in us--2

By Guru's Grace, one is lovingly focused on the One Lord,
and then, duality is ended.

(993)
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(THE END BY THE GRACE OF THE GURU) 110812

